**Destination Exploration (ages 0–5)**
A place for our littlest scientists to play and explore.

**soundBox**
Immersive, hands-on music and sound exhibit with 15 unique experiences.

**Innovation Incubator (i2)**
Our high-tech maker space with 3D printers and laser cutters.

**South Gallery**
Catch the latest exhibition before it leaves.

**Physics of Light**
Explore wavelengths and color on our giant light bright wall.

**Lever Car**
Test your strength by lifting an entire electric car in this experience generously sponsored by Nissan.

**Sudekum Planetarium**
See the universe and beyond in our world-class planetarium.

**Moonwalk & EVA (weight & height restrictions)**
Test your astronaut skills.

**Max Flight: Full Motion Simulator (weight & height restrictions)**
A gravity-defying adventure for thrill-seekers.

**Gift Shop**
Find unique games, cool activities, and STEM resources in our store.

**Adventure Tower**
Scale 6 levels of interactive science fun to reach a breathtaking view of Nashville’s skyline. (Heart Level Closed)

**BodyQuest**
Venture through the body’s systems.

**Nature’s Forces**
Touch a tornado and start a tsunami.

**The Test Zone**
Learn about friction, speed, and collision in this crash-tastic space.

**Nano**
Explore the minuscule world of nanoscale science.

**COMING SOON! (Star Walk Closed)**
A new interactive experience coming Spring of 2022.

**Physics of Flight**
Experiment with forces that allow us to soar.

**Bottle Rocket Cars**
Build and blast off down the runway.

**Subway® and Vega Frozen Treats**
Enjoy sandwiches, salads, pizzas and frozen yogurt during your adventure!

**Map Key**
- Restrooms
- First Aid
- Information & Guest Services
- Elevators
- Stairs
- Emergency Exit

**Additional Parking**
Outside